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| '  . ALEXANDER KLETNLEREN, 3542 Kent, was interviewed at Loma Industries, Inc., Highway G1 South, where he is employed as a foreign representative fer that company, SEZ INLERER is. (a naturalized U, S» Citizen, coming to the United States on iay 7, 1956, from France, | 

KLEINLERER met LEE HARVEY OSWALD threugh ELENA HALL, ny he Treil 
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ELEINLERER sia ted that Hiss HALT, Proposed to Urs. OSWALD the baby live with her at her home RLSYINLERER said thet OSWALD did no elief ot in Dalla 
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GO
 tober or early Hovember, KLEINLE rom CSWALD's. wife that she was mo diss BALL was in New York at the t key to her home 

KLEINLE 
and was looking af 

RER went over to Miss HALL? and see that everything was all ri his wife KLEINLERER stat 
to move his wife, he Slapped her i . 8O inte another POOM Crying. KLFI he got the impre 

He also stated that in hi 
dirty in her housekeeping, He gai to the HALL house ocassionally to was all right. on Many occasions Sleep until noon every day. 
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Witte, MARINA OSWALD, — 
INLERER was dating ELENA HALL. ere that a GEORGE BOUHR of 
to Miss HALL in Fort Worth ta ind some aid for Mrs, OSWALD 
HALL was a dental lab . 7 
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t is his recollection that 
that she, Mrs, OSWALD, and 
On Trail Lake Drive. 

t stay there, andit is his | 
In late 

RER received notification 
ving out of Miss HALU's hone ime, and KLEINLERER had the 
ter it in Miss HALL's absence, residence to lock the doors 
ght when OSWALD came to move 
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on L2/2/63 ot __Port worth, Texae /7T File # DL, 59+43 37 ; TYORMTEr? aries HALON Pes BANGNGS : of : 
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by Special Agent — _ a Date dictated _— 
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